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Parametric Thermodynamic
Analysis of a Solid Oxide Fuel
Cell Gas Turbine System Design
Space
A parametric study of a solid oxide fuel cell-gas turbine (SOFC-GT) hybrid system design
is conducted with the intention of determining the thermodynamically based design space
constrained by modern material and operating limits. The analysis is performed using a
thermodynamic model of a generalized SOFC-GT system where the sizing of all compo-
nents, except the fuel cell, is allowed to vary. Effects of parameters such as pressure ratio,
fuel utilization, oxygen utilization, and current density are examined. Operational limits
are discussed in terms of maximum combustor exit temperature, maximum heat ex-
changer effectiveness, limiting current density, maximum hydrogen utilization, and fuel
cell temperature rise. It was found that the maximum hydrogen utilization and combustor
exit temperature were the most significant constraints on the system design space. The
design space includes the use of cathode flow recycling and air preheating via a recu-
perator (heat exchanger). The effect on system efficiency of exhaust gas recirculation
using an ejector versus using a blower is discussed, while both are compared with the
base case of using a heat exchanger only. It was found that use of an ejector for exhaust
gas recirculation caused the highest efficiency loss, and the base case was found to
exhibit the highest overall system efficiency. The use of a cathode recycle blower allowed
the largest downsizing of the heat exchanger, although avoiding cathode recycling alto-
gether achieved the highest efficiency. Efficiencies in the range of 50–75% were found for
variations in pressure ratio, fuel utilization, oxygen utilization, and current density. The
best performing systems that fell within all design constraints were those that used a heat
exchanger only to preheat air, moderate pressure ratios, low oxygen utilizations, and high
fuel utilizations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000263�
Introduction
Due to high efficiency and low emissions performance charac-

eristics, solid oxide fuel cells �SOFC� are emerging as an alter-
ative platform for electric power generation. Hybrid SOFC gas
urbine technology is remarkably attractive, achieving fuel-to-
lectricity conversion efficiencies greater than either an individual
OFC or gas turbine cycle. The current analyses focus on the
verall design space and performance of hybrid systems as fueled
y pure hydrogen. Hydrogen is used as the fuel in these analyses
or three reasons: �1� current integrated coal gasification fuel cell
ystems that include CO2 sequestration may provide a relatively
ure hydrogen stream to the fuel cell power block, �2� aerospace
pplications consider the use of hydrogen fuel, and �3� use of
ydrogen fuel reduces the number of variables in the design space
ufficient for thorough analysis in a single paper. Other fuels and
uel processing may be considered in future analyses. Thermody-
amic analysis capabilities were developed, as a result, to analyze
he design space of two particular hydrogen-fueled hybrid appli-
ations:

�1� Stationary power applications where the fuel �natural gas,
oil, or coal� is converted to hydrogen prior to electrochem-
istry and/or combustion to effectively capture gaseous car-
bon emissions. Such ideas are seriously being considered in
by U.S. Department of Energy programs, to sequester car-
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bon emissions from large centralized coal power plants
�1,2�.

�2� Auxiliary or propulsion power units for long endurance
aerospace applications such as unmanned aerial vehicles. In
aerospace applications, on board fuel preprocessing is
heavy, which often is the limiting factor for implementing
SOFC-GT systems �3,4�. On the other hand, the high effi-
ciency of SOFC-GT hybrid systems reduces the amount of
fuel that must be carried on board, making hydrogen hybrid
systems attractive due to the excellent gravimetric energy
density of hydrogen �5–7�.

In both of these applications, the SOFC, gas turbine, and other
components will have to be effectively integrated and controlled
within a certain design space. Before this can be achieved, it is
necessary to understand the fundamentals of: �1� optimal thermo-
dynamic design characteristics, �2� material and operating limita-
tions that are inevitably imposed on hybrid systems, and �3� sys-
tem design tradeoffs. Once the challenges are understood
fundamentally the design space can be identified, which makes it
possible to better evaluate how and if existing gas turbine tech-
nologies can be used effectively in SOFC/GT hybrid systems and
whether new or modified gas turbine designs are required.

It is important to understand that this study explores the design
space of hybrid systems rather than the operating space. The size
of subcomponents, such as the compressor, turbine, and heat ex-
changers, are allowed to vary throughout the analyses. Before a
particular system is analyzed, the design of the nominal operating
point, system configuration, operating pressure, hydrogen utiliza-
tion, oxygen utilization, and gas preheating effects on the system

efficiency as well as system design operating point limitations
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ust be understood. An important and new contribution of the
urrent analyses is the imposition of a full suite of reasonable
onstraints on the design space.

Background
Previous SOFC/GT hybrid systems thermodynamic analyses

ave focused upon developing insights into:

�1� Effects of various system configurations �2,8,9�.
�2� Effects of operating conditions �2,8,10,11�.
�3� Trade-offs between efficiency and cost �9,10�.

Calise et al. and Chan et al. �10–12� performed exergy-based
nalyses of hybrid systems to single out system components that
xhibit the greatest degree of irreversibility, determining that the
OFC stack was the largest contributor. Various system configu-
ations were considered, such as internal versus external reform-
ng schemes �13� with anode gas recirculation to provide the re-
orming steam. Optimization of particular configurations was
nvestigated as well as different schemes for meeting the desired
perating parameters, such as cathode and turbine inlet tempera-
ures.

Rao and Samuelsen �9� performed a detailed thermodynamic
nalysis of a tubular solid oxide fuel cell hybrid system for coal
ased application focusing on optimal system configurations on
he bases of efficiency and cost.

Zhang et al. �8,14� discussed the different schemes of recupera-
ion and heat recovery, comparing the effects of blower-based
ecirculation versus the use of a heat exchanger for preheating the
athode inlet air. This group discovered that, with their assump-
ions of negligible system pressure drops and the use of an exist-
ng gas turbine design, the use of booster-based recirculation
ielded higher system efficiencies overall when compared with
he use of a heat exchanger. However, they noted that the im-
rovement of the gas turbine components would make the effi-
iency of the heat exchanger based system higher than that of the
athode recirculation booster-based system.

Kuchonthara et al. �15� discussed other recuperation schemes,
uch as steam recuperation, and compared overall performance to
he case with heat recuperation alone.

Parametric analyses have been conducted with the consider-
tion of fuel cell operating temperature, turbine inlet temperature
13�, and operating pressure �16� to study the effects of these
arameters on system performance. General design studies have
lso been conducted taking into account system compatibility is-
ues �17,18�, and different methods of optimization �19,20�.

Park et al. �17,21� compared the performance of ambient pres-
ure systems versus pressurized systems, discovering that pressur-
zed systems have a distinct efficiency advantage over ambient
ressure systems due to increased cell voltage and better utiliza-
ion of the gas turbine component of the system.

Transient models for controls and dynamic modeling of
OFC-GT systems have also been developed to simulate real time
peration �22–25�. Compatibility and coupling issues between
urrent SOFC and GT subsystems are currently being investigated
17,26�. Performance analyses have demonstrated theoretical fuel-
o-electricity conversion efficiencies in the range of 70–80% �net
c� �27,28�, with projected overall efficiencies over 80% with the
se of waste heat recovery �29�.
While the above literature review demonstrates that SOFC-GT

ybrid systems have been extensively studied in the past, no pre-
ious study has generally investigated the thermodynamics of the
omplete design space with a full suite of concomitant realistic
perating constraints. Generally, previous research has focused on
ither a particular system, or a particular operating condition or
pecific off-design conditions. While the design space issues in-
estigated in this paper have been considered in various forms in
arious studies, they have not all been considered on the same
asis and with realistic operating constraints for the purpose of

apping a general hybrid system design space. By considering the
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design issues simultaneously and on the same basis �e.g., environ-
mental conditions, scale, fuel cell size, compressor and turbine
design, compressor and turbine efficiency�, valuable insights can
be made regarding design space tradeoffs and optimal design con-
siderations. The effect of multiple parameters, such as fuel utili-
zation, oxygen utilization, current density, pressure ratio, and dif-
ferent schemes of recirculation are studied within the constraints
to determine their realizable effects on the optimal operating de-
sign point.

3 System Configuration and Modeling

3.1 Modeling Methodology. The developed model is based
on conservation of mass, species, energy and momentum along
with heat transfer, chemical kinetics, and electrochemistry. Con-
servation and transport equations are developed for each system
component as described in the remainder of this section. The set
of equations and input variables are solved using the ENGINEERING

EQUATION SOLVER �EES� package. The basic function provided by
EES is the solution of a set of coupled algebraic equations. A major
difference between EES and existing equation solving programs is
that EES provides many built-in mathematical and thermophysical
property functions. For example, the steam tables are imple-
mented such that any thermodynamic property can be obtained
from a built-in function call in terms of any two other properties.
Air tables are built-in, as are psychrometric functions and thermo-
dynamic data for many common gases. EES was particularly at-
tractive for this work due to the program’s capability for perform-
ing parametric studies. Selected variables can be parametrized in
spreadsheet-like tables, which EES solves using the programmed
model.

Specifically EES uses a variation in Newton’s method to solve
systems of nonlinear algebraic equations �30�. Specific details re-
garding the algorithm can be found in the EES manual. System
simulation solutions were obtained by solving a total of 211 equa-
tions simultaneously in EES. EES allows equations to be entered in
any order with unknown variables placed anywhere in the equa-
tions; EES automatically reorders the equations for efficient solu-
tion. All of the model governing equations solved using EES are
presented in this document.

3.2 System Configuration. A hydrogen-fueled topping solid
oxide fuel cell gas turbine hybrid system shown in Fig. 1 was
considered for the current analyses, which is a typical configura-
tion for SOFC/GT hybrid systems. Air from the compressor is
preheated by the exhaust air as well as recirculated cathode off-
gas �by an ejector or blower� before entering the fuel cell. The
amount of air recirculated by the ejector and blower can be varied
as a design parameter.

Hydrogen is preheated before entering the stack module in a
fuel recuperator by heat exchange with the system exhaust. Anode

Fig. 1 Pure hydrogen SOFC/GT hybrid system diagram
off-gas is oxidized by reaction with cathode off-gas in the com-
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ustor, directly downstream of the fuel cell, with combustor ex-
aust entering the turbine. Important model parameters are pre-
ented in Table 1. The total system power range varies depending
pon the parameter inputs selected. This study targets systems in
he 50 MW range. The GT-SOFC hybrid model was constructed
sing EES �31�, making use of its parametric table, thermodynamic
roperty and analysis capabilities to perform the calculations.

3.3 Parametric Analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, the model con-
ains 12 state points. The model is comprised of 211 equations and
11 variables, five of which are variable input parameters. The
ystem of equations is solved simultaneously using EES. The
odel input parameters are listed in Table 2. In all cases consid-

red the fuel cell size and fuel cell anode and cathode inlet tem-
erature were held constant. The fuel cell current, hydrogen and
xygen utilization, as well as the system pressure ratio and recir-
ulation were each varied parametrically.

From these inputs, the fuel cell, combustor, gas turbine, and
ecuperator exhaust mole fractions and temperatures as well as the
ower generated from the fuel cell and gas turbine were deter-
ined, mapping the design space of the hybrid system. The fuel

ell current has direct effects on the fuel and oxygen consumption,
s well as the amount of heat generated. The fuel and air flow
ates of the system must be designed such that the fuel cell tem-
erature is maintained, and a sufficient level of fuel and air are
lways present within the fuel cell. Therefore, fuel and oxygen
ow rates are nondimensionalized to fuel and oxidant utilizations

n this paper in order to decouple the effects of fuel and air flow
ates on current. At the maximum power point, the fuel cell gen-
rates about 44 MW with the gas turbine power output at 23 MW
or a power generating ratio of about 2:1.

The model easily allows changes and parametrization of any
ariable in the model. In the current analyses, fuel cell inlet tem-
eratures are held constant because the design fuel cell operating
emperature is typically fixed early in the design of a fuel cell
ystem. The fuel cell operating temperature is dictated by the ma-
erials set and cell design, which fixes the durability and conduc-
ion properties of the fuel cell trilayer.

Table 1 Important model parameters

ixed input parameters Value

umber of fuel cell stacks �input� 150
uel cell area 400 cm2

athode inlet temperature 1000 K
xchange current density 300 mA /cm2

ompressor stage polytropic efficiency 0.70
urbine stage isentropic efficiency 0.70
lower isentropic efficiency 0.80

ariable input parameters Range

ompressor pressure ratio 2–12
urrent density 0–1450 mA /cm2

xygen utilization 0.1–0.3
atio of recirculation 0–1
uel utilization 0.65–0.90

Table 2 Operating limits

imiting factor Operating constraint

uel cell cathode temperature rise �200 K
nsufficient gas preheating Heat Ex. Effectiveness �0.90
ombustor temperature �1573 K
uel utilization �90%
ournal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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3.3.1 Model Assumptions. The following assumptions are
made in the model development:

�1� Each of the system components are characterized by a
single lumped temperature, pressure, and species mole frac-
tions condition.

�2� Gas mixtures are comprised only of H2, H2O, N2, and O2.
�3� Each cell within a stack is assumed to operate identically,

so that a single SOFC cell simulation is taken as represen-
tative and used to calculate full stack performance �32,33�.
Fuel cell stacks are then added to scale-up in total FC sys-
tem power capability.

�4� Activation polarization in the anode is neglected. Activa-
tion polarization in the cathode is at least an order of mag-
nitude higher than that of the anode �34�. A single activa-
tion polarization equation is used to capture the effects of
all physical and chemical processes that polarize the charge
transfer process.

�5� In the fuel cell, all reactants generate their ideal number of
electrons, and no fuel or oxidant crosses the electrolyte.

�6� Pressure drops in the fuel cell are calculated for laminar
flow conditions.

�7� Hydrogen is provided at the required system pressure.
�8� Heat loss to the environment occurs only in the fuel cell

and combustor components of the system.
�9� 100% fuel oxidation is assumed in the combustor.
�10� The system and component performance are calculated

only for steady state conditions.
�11� All gases behave as ideal gases.
�12� Pressure drops in heat exchangers are considered negli-

gible compared with the pressure drop in the fuel cell �35�

3.3.2 Conservation Equations

3.3.2.1 Energy. The energy balance for each component is cal-
culated from the first law of thermodynamics as follows:

� ṁehe − � ṁihi = Q̇ − Ẇ �1�

From this equation the component exit enthalpy can be deter-
mined from inlet conditions, and the mass flow rate as determined
from mass conservation.

Enthalpy is evaluated as sensible enthalpy plus enthalpy of for-
mation accounting for any reaction energy associated with chemi-
cal and electrochemical reactions. The enthalpy of every state
point is evaluated from temperature using built-in EES thermody-
namic property functions. Work extracted from the system is taken
as positive and heat into the system is taken as positive as shown
in Eq. �1�.

3.3.2.2 Species. Species conservation is applied in each com-
ponent:

� Ṅixi = � Ṅexe + R�̇ �2�

where R�̇ is the molar reaction rate of each species in the system
component of interest.

From the species conservation equation �2� applied to each
component, exit mole fractions can be determined from the reac-
tion rate, inlet conditions, and molar flow rate as determined from
mass conservation.

3.3.3 Component Descriptions

3.3.3.1 Compressor. The design compressor air flow is deter-
mined from the fuel cell current and desired oxygen utilization as
follows:

Ṅair =
1

UO
·

i

1000
·

nstacks

n · F · 0.21
�3�
2
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here nstacks represents the number of fuel cell stacks and UO2
epresents the oxygen utilization, taken to be an input parameter.
etting the oxygen utilization determines the system air flow rate
or a given power condition. No reaction is assumed to take place
n the compressor, hence the compressor exit mole fractions are
he same as those at the inlet. The compressor exit temperature is
etermined from the compressor isentropic efficiency. The com-
ressor isentropic efficiency is determined from the polytropic
fficiency as presented in �36�:

�c =
�Pout

Pin
�k−1/k

− 1

�Pout

Pin
�k−1/k−�cp

− 1

�4�

here k is the specific heat ratio for air, �Pout / Pin� is the compres-
or pressure ratio, and �cp is the polytropic efficiency of the com-
ressor. Resolving the compressor isentropic efficiency in this
ashion captures compressor pressure ratio affects on the isentro-
ic efficiency. Compressors with higher pressure ratio will inher-
ntly have a lower isentropic efficiency. Polytropic efficiency cap-
ures the general trend of decreased compressor efficiency with
ncreased pressure ratios and compression stages.

3.3.3.2 Ejector. An ejector is used to recirculate cathode off-
as to the fuel cell air inlet to increase the cathode inlet flow
emperature. The cathode off-gas can be recirculated by use of an
jector �Venturi� to create suction at the expense of a pressure
rop through the ejector. The ratio of recirculated flow to com-
ressor flow �w as defined by Eq. �5�� can be varied by varying the
jector design resulting in various curves of pressure drop versus
ecirculated mass �37–40�. The recirculation ratio is defined as

w =
mrecirc

mcomp
�5�

here mrecirc is the mass flow rate of recirculated air and mcomp is
he mass flow rate of air through compressor.

From momentum conservation, the ejector pressure drop must
ncrease with increased recirculation ratio. In the model, the ejec-
or pressure drop associated with air recirculation, is captured as
ollows:

P3 − P4

P4
= 0.25 · w �6�

This is consistent with experimental results of ejector perfor-
ance in SOFC systems as presented in �39,40� and is a good first

pproximation of ejector performance in SOFC systems in gen-
ral.

3.3.3.3 Fuel cell. Standard pure hydrogen electrochemical re-
ctions are captured in the fuel cell. The anode half reaction is

H2 + O2− → H2O + 2e− �7�

nd the respective cathode half reaction is

1
2O2 + 2e− → O2− �8�

The species reaction rates in the fuel cell are determined from
araday’s law as follows:

ṘO2
= −

i

1000
·

ncells

n · F
�9�

ṘH2
= −

i

1000
·

ncells

n · F
�10�

ṘH2O =
i

·
ncells

�11�

1000 n · F

72301-4 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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The species reaction rates in the fuel cell are proportional to the
electrical current since the charge transfer must balance in the
electrochemical reactions. This is convenient for resolving the fuel
cell exit mole fractions because the fuel cell electrical current is a
system input parameter. The stack inlet hydrogen flow rate is de-
termined from the desired fuel cell current and hydrogen utiliza-
tion using current-based-fuel-control as presented in previous
work by Mueller et al. �25�:

ṄH2
=

1

Uf
·

i

1000
·

ncells

n · F
�12�

The total hydrogen inlet molar flow to the system is then deter-
mined by multiplying the stack flow rate by the number of stacks.

From the fuel cell operating temperatures, exit species mole
fractions, and fuel cell current, the fuel cell voltage can be deter-
mined by solving for the Nernst voltage and the corresponding
activation, ohmic, and concentration voltage losses as follows:

V = VNernst − Vact − Vohm − Vconc �13�
The Nernst voltage is evaluated as follows:

VNernst = −
�G�Tfc�

n · F
+

R · Tfc

n · F
· ln

PH2
· PO2

1/2

PH2O
�14�

With the fuel cell operating temperature �Tfc� evaluated as the
average of the cathode inlet and outlet stream temperatures. The
activation overpotential is determined from the Butler–Volmer
equation with a charge transfer coefficient of 0.5, in the conve-
nient form:

Vact =
RTfc

F
· sinh−1� j

2 · jo
	 �15�

Where j is the operating current density of the fuel cell and jo is
the exchange current density.

The concentration overpotential is evaluated as follows:

Vconc = −
RTfc

n · F
· ln�1 −

j

jL
	 �16�

where the limiting current density �jL� is evaluated as in �41� as a
function of pressure:

jL = jL�1 atm� · � P4

Patm
�0.35

�17�

The overall ohmic resistance losses are defined by the area
specific resistance as a function of temperature based on the work
presented by Kim �42�:

Reff = 2 · Tfc · exp�7509.6 ·
1

Tfc
− 25.855� �18�

The current SOFC cell model used was not directly validated
against measured performance characteristics, however, the equa-
tions that define the model are taken from previous models that
have been validated by comparison to measurements �41,42�.

The overall fuel cell energy balance is as follows:

ṁH2
hH2

+ ṁairhair = ṁcathode,outhcathode,out + ṁanode,outhanode,out + ẆFC

+ Q̇loss �19�

ẆFC = V · I · ncells �20�
The cathode and anode exit temperature are assumed to be equal.
Enthalpies are evaluated based on temperature utilizing built-in
EES thermal functions using National Institute of Standards and
Technology-Joint Army, Navy, Air Force �NIST-JANAF� thermo-
dynamic property data for many common gases. Note that the fuel
cell operating temperature is assumed to be the average of the
cathode inlet and outlet temperatures. Heat losses were modeled

in the fuel cell based on and effective overall thermal conductance
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U� and the temperature difference between the fuel cell �or com-
ustor� and ambient conditions as follows:

Q̇lost = Uht · �Tfc − Tamb� �21�
Note that this form of equation captures the effects of compo-

ent temperature changes without resolving the physics of overall
onduction, convection, and natural convection heat transfer pro-
esses. Rather, in a manner similar to a heat transfer resistance
etwork simplification, overall heat transfer is captured by one
oefficient. According to Balan et al. �35�, the fuel cell and com-
ustor together should exhibit approximately 6.3% total heat loss
ith respect to the lower heating value of the fuel into the fuel

ell. An overall thermal conductance coefficient of 0.010 kW/K in
he fuel cell and 0.0038 kW/K in the combustor was found to
esult in approximately 6.3% total heat loss at typical operating
onditions. These overall conductance values were used through-
ut the study.

The pressure drop within the fuel cell was evaluated from the
arcy friction factor for laminar fully developed flow in a pipe

i.e., 64/Re� at constant pressure and temperature. The friction
actor was adjusted to produce a 3% pressure drop through the
uel cell at maximum system flow conditions. A 3% pressure drop
s consistent with results reported by Balan et al. �35�. Note that
ach fuel cell stack is arranged in a one-pass parallel flow con-
guration.

3.3.3.4 Turbine. The turbine exit temperature is determined
rom the turbine inlet temperature, pressure ratio, and turbine
sentropic efficiency. The turbine isentropic efficiency is evaluated
s in Ref. �36�, resolving the effects of the number of stages, and
ressure ratio on the turbine isentropic efficiency.

�T =

1 − �1 − �Ts · �1 − �Pout

Pin
	k−1/k·Ns�	Ns

1 − �Pout

Pin
	k−1/k �22�

where k is the specific heat ratio of air, Ns is number of turbine
tages, and �Ts representing the isentropic efficiency of each
tage. A maximum pressure ratio per stage is set at 2.5.

3.3.3.5 Blower. The blower power is determined from its isen-
ropic efficiency and the fuel cell pressure drop:

Wblower = −
Ṅblower

�blower
·

k · R · T

k − 1
· ��Pout

Pin
�k−1/k

− 1	 �23�

where T is the cathode exit temperature and �blower is the isen-
ropic efficiency of the blower. The blower exit temperature is
urther evaluated from the isentropic efficiency.

3.4 Operating Constraints. The operating constraints that
ere considered in order to determine the design space of the
eneralized system are presented in Table 2.

The combustor temperature is limited to less than 1573 K,
hich is the maximum temperature that modern turbine blade
aterial sets that utilize thermal barrier coatings and internal cool-

ng �43� can withstand in continuous operation. Note that turbine
lade transpiration cooling is not considered. The fuel utilization
n the fuel cell must remain below 90% to avoid risk of fuel
epletion in the fuel cell �24,44,45�. At very high fuel utilizations,
he Ni-YSZ anode material may begin to oxidize and change vol-
me, introducing stresses in the trilayer which may break the fuel
ell.

The heat exchanger effectiveness must remain below 90% to
bey the second law of thermodynamics and to avoid the need for
xcessively large heat exchangers. The fuel cell cathode tempera-
ure rise �i.e., the temperature difference in the fuel cell cathode
rom the inlet of the stack to the exit of the stack� must remain
elow 200 K in order to minimize thermal stresses within the fuel

ell. Since SOFC trilayer materials are ceramics, the fuel cell is
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not capable of withstanding the thermal stresses associated with
large temperature gradients. The model presented in this paper
does not resolve the cell temperature profile, but rather, uses the
overall temperature difference as representative of the cell tem-
perature gradient.

A design point is shaded out on the figures if the steady state
operation at that design point requires operating parameters,
which do not meet those constraints.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Design Space

4.1.1 Current and Utilization Variation. The fuel cell effi-
ciency decreases monotonically with increasing current density in
a manner reflecting the fuel cell polarization curve, as expected.
Figure 2 presents the cell efficiency versus current density for
various fuel utilization conditions, no cathode off-gas recircula-
tion, a constant pressure ratio of 4, and oxygen utilization of 15%.

For the range of hydrogen utilizations considered, the fuel cell
efficiency increases with increasing utilization. Although fuel cell
efficiency continuously increases with increasing hydrogen utili-
zation utilizations of 90% and above are not practically achiev-
able, due to imperfect fuel distribution and the need for a margin
of safety �46,47�. For these reasons the fuel utilization selected for
best performance in this paper is 85%.

Figure 3 presents the system efficiency versus current density
for various fuel utilization conditions showing applicable con-
straints as shaded areas. Note that the system efficiencies are
highly influenced by the fuel cell efficiency as indicated by the
dependence on fuel cell current density, which is representative of
polarization curves. The system efficiency was found to increase

Fig. 2 Fuel cell efficiency versus current density for various
fuel utilization conditions, no cathode gas recirculation, con-
stant pressure ratio of 4 and oxygen utilization of 15%

Fig. 3 System efficiency versus current density for various
fuel utilization conditions showing applicable constraints

„shaded areas…
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ith increasing current in the very low current density regime,
nd decrease for the majority of the operating current range. At
ery low current densities, the fuel cell is very efficient, but, it
rovides a smaller fraction of the total system power which lowers
ystem efficiency in this regime.

Note that the heat exchanger effectiveness constraint primarily
imits operation in the region of fuel cell current densities greater
han about 100 mA /cm2. The maximum combustor temperature
onstrains system operation in the high current density, lower fuel
tilization regime since a high amount of heat generation in the
uel cell together with high anode off-gas fuel content contributes
o higher combustor temperature. The fuel preheater requirements
onstrain operation in the low current density, high fuel utilization
egime, where low heat generation leads to insufficient heat recir-
ulation to preheat the fuel. Thus, the design operating space for
he current hybrid SOFC-GT system is constrained to a much
maller region of current density and fuel utilization than that of
he entire plot of Fig. 3. Within the allowed design space the

aximum system efficiency of nearly 75% is achieved at a current
ensity of 500 mA /cm2 and fuel utilization of 85%. Depending
pon the application of the fuel cell system and the required de-
ign flexibility �note this condition is on the margin of not being
ble to provide sufficient heat for fuel preheat� the desired oper-
ting design point of the system may be selected at a different
urrent density or fuel utilization condition. For example, to ob-
ain the more power from the same system �or to lower capital
ost� operation at higher current densities may be warranted, but
ith a concomitant efficiency penalty. For the system considered,

t is possible to achieve system efficiencies greater than 70% at
000 mA /cm2 and a fuel utilization of 85%.
As shown in Fig. 3, the system design space is bounded by the

ffects of insufficient energy to properly preheat fuel cell inlet
ases at low current densities, maximum achievable hydrogen uti-
ization, mass transfer limitations at high current densities, and
ombustor temperature limitation at lower hydrogen utilization.
he result of these constraints produces a limited region of pos-
ible design points where none of these constraints are violated.
ote that the presented research focuses on the design space. The
perating range of the actual system will be different than the
esign space. The allowable operating range and performance of
pecific fuel cell designs have been evaluated by �19,26� and may
e considered in subsequent studies for the system designed
erein.

Figure 4 displays system efficiency versus current density for
ariations in oxygen utilization with a constant pressure ratio of 4,
uel utilization of 0.85, and no cathode off-gas recirculation. Ap-
licable system constraints are plotted in the shaded areas. Note
hat the design space is highly constrained with regard to accept-
ble oxygen utilization conditions. This is due to the fact that air is

ig. 4 System efficiency versus current density for various
xygen utilization conditions, constant pressure ratio of 4, fuel
tilization of 0.85, and no cathode off-gas recirculation
oth the primary working fluid of the Brayton cycle components
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and the primary coolant for the fuel cell component.
At high flow rates �low oxygen utilization�, the entirety of the

design space is limited because insufficient energy is available to
preheat the air and fuel entering the fuel cell. At low air flow rates
�high oxygen utilizations�; the combustor temperature becomes
higher than combustor material limits. The combustor exit tem-
peratures of lower flow rates are very sensitive to oxidation of fuel
with insufficient air flow to properly control or limit the combus-
tor temperature. The small design space indicates that the gas
turbine flow rate must be well matched to other system compo-
nents to maintain the fuel cell and combustor operating tempera-
tures with the constraints.

The dependence of system efficiency on oxidant utilization is
similar to that of fuel utilization. Note that higher oxygen utiliza-
tion is always beneficial to system efficiency. But, because of the
limited design space, air flow rate manipulation for optimal effi-
ciency is not nearly as important as it is for ensuring safe operat-
ing temperatures. At a fuel cell current density of 1000 mA /cm2

the oxygen utilization should be close to 15%.
Figure 5 shows the effect of current density on the cathode flow

temperature rise. The cathode temperature rise only becomes ex-
treme in the regime of very high current density and very low
oxygen utilizations. When considering the allowable oxygen uti-
lization and maximum combustor temperature constraint the cath-
ode temperature rise ends up being maintained below 150°C. At a
current density of 1000 mA /cm2, 85% fuel utilization, and the
15% oxygen utilization, the cathode temperature rise is found to
be approximately 75°C within the 200°C temperature rise con-
straint. This indicates that fuel and air preheating constraints and
combustor constraints are just as important as fuel cell tempera-
ture rise constraints.

4.1.2 Pressure Ratio and System Efficiency. Efficiency tends
to increase with increasing pressure ratio for almost all oxygen
utilization conditions. However, at some point, increasing pres-
sure ratio decreases system efficiency, which is a behavior some-
what typical of a recuperated Brayton cycle. Figure 6 shows the
effect of pressure ratio on system efficiency for various oxygen
utilizations at fixed fuel utilization of 0.85, current density of
1000 mA /cm2, and no cathode off-gas recirculation. Note that
the maximum efficiency occurs at lower pressure ratio conditions
for the lower oxygen utilization cases. This is due to the fact that
lower oxygen utilizations requires larger air flow, which in turn
requires more compressor work. The kinks in the curves are asso-
ciated with the addition of turbine stages. Even though the fuel
cell efficiency increases monotonically with pressure, an optimal
system pressure is present in these results because of a drop in the
recuperated gas turbine efficiency with increasing pressure. Above
5 atms, the increase in fuel cell efficiency with pressure becomes
small and the decrease in recuperated gas turbine efficiency re-

Fig. 5 Cathode air flow temperature rise versus current den-
sity for various oxygen utilization conditions
sults in an overall system efficiency decrease. Note that the ob-
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erved dependence of system efficiency on pressure ratio is cap-
ured because the effects of pressure on turbomachinery isentropic
fficiency have been carefully considered.

Note that constraints are not plotted in Fig. 6, but rather, those
onditions that are excluded by constraints are plotted as dashed
ines. The only results that reside in the acceptable design space
re for oxygen utilization of 0.15. At an oxygen utilization of 0.1
he design space is constrained by air and fuel preheat constraints,
hereas for utilizations between 0.2 and 0.3 the design space is

onstrained by combustor temperature limits.
A design pressure ratio of 4 is selected on the basis of results

nd constraints shown in Fig. 6. A pressure ratio of 4 achieves
ear maximum efficiency for air flows within design limitations
oxygen utilization near 15%�. Furthermore, reduced pressure op-
ration is beneficial in terms of fuel cell seals that become more
hallenging at higher pressures and lowers the number of com-
ressor and turbine stages �reduces system complexity�. So a pres-
ure ratio of 4 is used in all subsequent analyses

4.1.3 Temperature Effects on System Efficiency. When design-
ng the system, it is important to minimize temperature gradients
ithin the fuel cell to lower thermal stresses in the fuel cell. The

uel cell temperature rise relationship with system efficiency was
nvestigated by varying the hydrogen and oxygen utilization and
lotting the respective cathode temperature rise versus system ef-
ciency as shown in Fig. 7. The system efficiency and tempera-

ure rise both increase with increasing hydrogen utilization. With
igher hydrogen utilization the hydrogen flow decreases, resulting
n reduced fuel cell anode cooling from the hydrogen flow. Con-
equently the temperature rise across the fuel cell must increase to
emove the heat generated within the fuel cell. However, higher
ydrogen utilization results in increased system efficiency result-

ig. 6 System efficiency versus pressure ratio for various
xygen utilization conditions

ig. 7 System efficiency versus cathode air flow temperature
ise for various fuel utilization conditions—thermal conduc-

ance model
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ing in the choice to use air instead of fuel to cool the fuel cell.
It is more practical to cool the fuel cell by manipulating the air

flow through the fuel cell as depicted in the results of Fig. 7. A
surprising result was found in exploring the system efficiency ver-
sus cathode temperature rise. For a given hydrogen utilization the
system efficiency is observed to increase with decreasing tempera-
ture rise. That is, the system efficiency appears to increase with
increasing air flow through the fuel cell. The lowest oxygen utili-
zation was found at the points of highest efficiency for a given
hydrogen utilization in Fig. 7.

This result is surprising because previous results show system
efficiency decreases with increasing air flow �8,48�. This is cer-
tainly true for simple cycle fuel cell systems that have additional
blower power losses for increased air flow rates. The case of an
SOFC-GT system is more complex, however, since increased air
mass flow rates have a counterbalancing increase in turbine
power.

The results of Fig. 7 were found to be highly sensitive to the
approach that is used to model the heat loss of the system. The
heat loss in the current analysis was modeled based on a constant
effective thermal conductance and the varying temperature differ-
ence, while previous results were obtained by modeling heat loss
as proportional to the total fuel energy entering the fuel cell. The
current approach accounts for the fact that the fuel cell surface
area and insulation will not vary with any particular stack design
and arrangement resulting in a relatively constant thermal conduc-
tance. Consequently the heat loss in the fuel cell �and combustor�
will likely vary with the fuel cell temperature and will remain
relatively constant as long as the fuel cell temperature is main-
tained, even if the air and fuel flow rates vary significantly. Note
that in Fig. 7 oxygen utilization was manipulated in the model
input tables to vary the air flow through the fuel cell to change the
cathode temperature rise �independent variable of Fig. 7�.

The result of increasing system efficiency with increased air
flow rate �resulting in a decrease in temperature rise in the fuel
cell� can be understood by considering an energy balance applied
to the entire system. The energy conservation equation of the en-
tire system is

Q̇fuel − Ẇ = �� ṁouthout − � ṁinhin�
or

Q̇fuel = Ẇ + �� ṁouthout − � ṁinhin� �24�

where Q̇fuel is the total amount of energy added to the system by

the heating value of the fuel, Ẇ is the electrical work output of the
system, ṁ is the mass flow rate of the working fluid �usually air�
at a given point in the system, and h is the enthalpy of the flow

corresponding to that state point. In general, Q̇fuel is fixed for a
given power condition, therefore to achieve the maximum system
efficiency it is desirable to decrease the proportion of the input
energy from the fuel, which leaves the system as exhaust stream
enthalpy represented by the magnitude bracketed term in Eq. �24�.
The value of this term is determined by a tradeoff between how
the enthalpy difference between the inlet and outlet streams varies
with mass flow rate.

For example, since the inlet enthalpy is generally fixed and
determined by ambient conditions, let the inlet temperature be
used as the reference temperature, setting the inlet enthalpy to
zero. This reduces Eq. �24� to

Q̇fuel = Ẇ + �� ṁouthout� �25�

Increasing the mass flow rate would increase the magnitude of
the bracketed term. However, depending on system configuration,
increasing the mass flow rate may also cause exhaust temperatures
to decrease, which would decrease the exhaust enthalpy and con-
tribute to a decrease in the magnitude of the bracketed term.

Therefore, the effect that varying the mass flow rate has on the
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ystem efficiency is dependent on which effect is more significant.
f the decrease in exhaust enthalpy mathematically outweighs the
ncrease in mass flow rate, then increasing the mass flow rate
ould increase the system efficiency; if not, then the opposite

rend occurs.
In the SOFC-GT system considered here, the final exhaust tem-

erature is allowed to vary. Applying the previous concept to this
ystem, it is evident that increasing the air flow rate increases the
ystem efficiency, since the decrease in exhaust enthalpy out-
eighs the magnitude of the increase in the air flow rate. The

ffect of air flow rate on system efficiency is dependent upon
ystem configuration. Due to the complexity and interactions of
ystem components, it is very difficult to evaluate this tradeoff
ithout a detailed analysis of a specific configuration with all

omponent interactions and interdependencies considered, as pre-
ented herein. For this particular system configuration, an increase
n air flow rate lowers the steady state temperatures of the com-
onents in the system with a net benefit on efficiency. A major
econdary effect of the temperature decrease is a reduction in heat
oss from the SOFC and combustor as simulated by the thermal
onductance model, which contributes positively to the increase in
fficiency. This secondary effect, when coupled in the modeling
nd design approach, can be significant in system design evalua-
ion. This is representative of an overall decrease in the bracketed
erm in Eq. �24� with increasing mass flow rate, and therefore an
ncreased system efficiency, as shown in Table 3.

In different system configurations, such as those with a bottom-
ng steam cycle, the system may be more capable of capturing the
xhaust heat, but are constrained by a minimum exhaust tempera-
ure due to emissions concerns. In such systems the enthalpy dif-
erence between the inlet and exhaust streams would be nearly
xed, and a greater system efficiency would generally be achieved
ith a decrease in the required air mass flow rate. This effect is

lso important in describing the behavior of the system with re-
pect to blower recirculation, discussed below.

In addition to the overall mass flow through the fuel cell, the
ffect of fuel cell operating temperature on the system efficiency
s also important. This effect was investigated by varying the cath-
de temperature rise and cathode outlet temperature directly to

ig. 8 System efficiency versus fuel cell operating tempera-

able 3 Tradeoff of mass flow rate versus enthalpy change for
OFC-GT hybrid system

Oxygen utilization
ṁexhaust
�kg/s�

hexhaust
�kJ/kg�

�ṁ ·h�exhaust
�kW�

System efficiency
�%�

0.1 255.3 91.96 23,477 71.67
0.15 170.2 149.1 25,376 69.73
0.3 85.1 317.9 27,053 66.59
ure for various cathode temperature difference conditions
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affect the average operating temperature of the fuel cell, as shown
in Fig. 8.

The system efficiency tends to increase with an increase in the
fuel cell operating temperature, mainly due to the effects of de-
creased ohmic resistance losses, decreased activation polariza-
tions, and an overall higher turbine inlet temperature for the gas
turbine bottoming cycle. This is balanced, however, by a lower
Nernst potential at higher average fuel cell operating temperature.
Also, since higher fuel cell operating temperatures lead to higher
turbine inlet temperatures, the maximum combustor temperature
becomes a significant limiting constraint. The results of Fig. 8
demonstrate that the maximum allowable efficiency occurs at the
highest possible fuel cell operating temperature that does not lead
to conditions that exceed the maximum combustor temperature
and maintains sufficient energy to preheat the incoming fuel and
air streams by the system exhaust. A moderate temperature rise is
preferable, controlled by the effects of the design air flow rate.

4.1.4 Effects of Cathode Exhaust Gas Recirculation. Preheat-
ing the flow prior to the fuel cell is of critical importance to SOFC
system operation, because the temperature difference across the
ceramic cells must be minimized to improve performance �lower
temperatures lead to higher polarization� and reduce stress. Air
preheating systems are a substantial part of an SOFC system. This
part of the study aims to compare different schemes for preheating
the cathode inlet air to the required cathode inlet temperature.
Cases for cathode exhaust gas recirculation are examined with the
use of a blower and an ejector, and each is then compared with the
base case that relies on the use of a heat exchanger alone. By
recirculating hot cathode off-gas to the inlet, the mass flow
through the fuel cell is increased and the inlet temperature is
increased.

The primary purpose of using recirculation is to decrease the
size of or completely eliminate the need for an air-exhaust heat
exchanger �recuperator�. Since the fuel cell is the only component
of the system that requires a specific flow rate and temperature for
operation and cooling, system cost and overall size can be reduced
with use of recirculation. This is especially important in aerospace
applications, where system weight is a major factor.

4.1.4.1 Ejector recirculation. The effects of air recirculation
by means of an ejector on system efficiency and air preheater
effectiveness were investigated in detail. Figure 9 displays the
effect of increasing ejector recirculation on system efficiency. As
the recirculation ratio increases, the system efficiency drops. Simi-
lar to the recuperator only case, the global oxygen utilization is
limited by the fuel preheater effectiveness or amount of energy
available to preheat the fuel cell inlet streams. The dotted curves
represent oxygen utilization conditions that are completely limited
by the fuel preheater inlet temperature or combustor temperature
constraints.

Fig. 9 System efficiency versus recirculation ratio „ejector… for
various oxygen utilization conditions
The use of an ejector for cathode gas recirculation requires a
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ressure drop in the ejector that is greater than the respective
ressure drop in the recuperator if the flow was solely preheated
y means of a recuperator. The pressure drop increases with in-
reasing recirculation ratio, which is the primary cause for the
bserved decrease in system efficiency with increased
ecirculation.

Figure 10 displays the effect of ejector recirculation on the
ffectiveness of the air preheater, and is a measure of how well the
jector recirculation substitutes for using a heat exchanger to pre-
eat the cathode inlet air. A low air preheater effectiveness indi-
ates an ability to downsize the heat exchanger for a given oper-
ting point, and indicates that the use of recirculation is a good
ubstitute for the heat exchanger. An air preheater effectiveness of
ero on these plots indicates that a heat exchanger is not needed.
he air preheater effectiveness decreases monotonically with in-
reasing recirculation ratios. The size of the recuperator can be
ubstantially decreased at the cost of system efficiency within the
esign space.

Note that the air preheater effectiveness never reaches zero
cross the current range of recirculation ratios. This indicates that
he use of ejector recirculation alone, with a less than unity recir-
ulation ratio, cannot completely substitute for a heat exchanger to
ully preheat the cathode inlet air. While some air preheat is in-
vitable in the “plumbing” that distributes air to the fuel cell
tacks, understanding and utilizing this preheat effect is important
o the design of SOFC-GT systems that desire to preheat air only
sing cathode gas recirculation. The range of acceptable oxygen
tilization conditions with cathode air recirculation is also limited
y combustor temperature and fuel preheating constraints. Note
hat cathode air recirculation does not significantly expand the
llowable design space of the system.

ig. 11 System efficiency versus recirculation ratio „blower…

ig. 10 Air preheater effectiveness versus ratio of recircula-
ion „ejector… versus oxygen utilization
or various oxygen utilization conditions
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4.1.4.2 Blower recirculation. Instead of using an ejector to
recirculate air, it is possible to recirculate cathode air by means of
a blower. Figure 11 demonstrates the effect of cathode gas recir-
culation with the use of a blower on system performance. As the
ratio of recirculation increases, the system efficiency decreases
with a behavior similar to that of an ejector, but to a smaller
extent. Once again, the dotted line represents the lowest oxygen
utilization condition, which is completely limited by the fuel pre-
heater inlet temperature constraint.

The main causes of the system efficiency decrease with increas-
ing blower recirculation are increased blower parasitic power re-
quirements, a decrease in the overall mass flow rate, and an in-
crease the system exhaust temperature. The efficiency penalty due
to increased exhaust temperature is the most significant. The effi-
ciency penalty due to blower parasitic losses is not as dramatic as
that introduced by use of an ejector for the same ratio of recircu-
lation. The impact of heat exchanger pressure losses on system
efficiency is smaller than blower parasitic losses, which are in turn
smaller than ejector pressure drop losses.

Figure 12 demonstrates the effect of blower recirculation on air
preheater effectiveness, used as an indication of how well blower
recirculation substitutes for the use of a heat exchanger. Preheat-
ing the cathode inlet air with the use of a blower is no more
advantageous than an ejector for this specific task. The heat ex-
changer can simply be downsized with an increasing recirculation
ratio.

Recirculation of cathode exhaust gases by use of a blower also
shares the same operating limits as that of an ejector or recupera-
tor. As with the ejector, the air recuperator effectiveness never
reaches zero for the range considered. It appears that the air recu-
perator can be substantially decreased in size by using a recircu-
lation blower, but again with a corresponding decrease in system
efficiency. A detailed thermo-economical analysis could determine
if the capital cost savings associated with reduced recuperator size
and gas turbine components outweigh the additional operational
cost for lower efficiency operation.

5 Summary and Conclusions
A parametric design study was conducted for a generalized

SOFC-GT system. The effects of varying operating parameters,
such as current density, pressure ratio, oxygen utilization, and fuel
utilization, were studied in the context of an allowable design
space. For each parameter studied, a design space was constructed
based on constraints of maximum combustor temperature, mini-
mum fuel preheater inlet temperature, maximum air preheater ef-
fectiveness, and fuel cell cathode temperature rise. Different
schemes of preheating cathode inlet air were studied, such as us-
ing a blower or ejector for cathode exhaust gas recirculation, and
these cases were compared with the base case of using a heat

Fig. 12 Air preheater effectiveness versus ratio of recircula-
tion „blower… versus oxygen utilization
exchanger only.
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The main conclusions of the study are

�1� SOFC-GT system design space is restricted by a maximum
combustor temperature at high current densities and low
fuel utilization conditions, and the ability to adequately pre-
heat the fuel cell inlet flows at high fuel utilization condi-
tions.

�2� A reasonable design pressure ratio of 4 was found to be a
good tradeoff between increased system efficiency and
practical simplicity, following the behavior of a typical re-
cuperated axial gas turbine.

�3� The effects of oxygen utilization �which changes the tem-
perature rise through the fuel cell� on system efficiency
depend upon system configuration.

�4� Design oxygen utilization is severely limited by the maxi-
mum combustor temperature and fuel cell inlet flow preheat
constraints.

�5� System efficiency within the design space is restricted by
the need to preheat the fuel cell inlet streams, while at the
same time providing sufficient flow to cool the fuel cell
stacks. For maximum efficiency, maximum amount of heat
recuperation is desired �i.e., heat exchanger effectiveness
should be as high as possible�.

�6� Cathode exhaust gas recirculation can be used to substan-
tially downsize the recuperator in SOFC-GT systems.
While using a blower is more efficient than an ejector, cath-
ode air recirculation always results in significant system
efficiency reductions.

The parametric analysis indicates the potential design space for
OFC/GT hybrid systems. Overall, the analysis reveals that it is
esirable to design hybrid systems with �1� the highest possible
uel utilization, �2� the largest possible air flow, which can be
roperly preheated prior to the fuel cell, and �3� moderate pressure
atios �
4–5� �when using a recuperated axial gas turbine�. In
ybrid systems, the gas turbine must be carefully integrated and
perated to well meet all operating constraints of the fuel cell.
articularly, one must be careful in system design to �1� have
ufficient heat to adequately preheat the fuel cell inlet gas streams,
2� maintain combustor temperatures within a tolerable range, and
3� have sufficient air flow to thermally manage the fuel cell. Note
hat for different system power ranges, the design margins pre-
ented herein may change significantly, and this is a topic which
hould be and must be considered for future studies.

omenclature
F � Faraday’s constant, C mol−1

�G�Tfc� � Gibbs free energy change as a function of fuel
cell temperature, kJ kg−1

h � enthalpy of flow, kJ kg−1

i � Current, A
j � current density, mA cm−2

k � specific heat ratio
ṁ � mass flow rate, kg s−1

n � number of participating electrons in electro-
chemical reaction

ncells � number of cells
nstacks � number of fuel cell stacks–

Ṅ � molar flow rate, K mol s−1

Ns � number of turbine stages
P � pressure, kPa

Q̇ � rate of heat transfer, kW

R�̇ � molar reaction rate K mol s−1

R � universal gas constant J mol−1 K−1

Reff � effective area specific resistance ohm
T � temperature, K
Uf � fuel utilization
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UO2 � oxygen utilization
Uht � overall thermal conductance coefficient

kW K−1

V � Voltage, V
ẇ � power output or requirement, kW
w � ratio of recirculation
X � mole fraction
� � isentropic efficiency of component

�cp � polytropic efficiency of compressor
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